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At 1115 hours on August 31, 1986, Fermi 2 was in
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 (STARTUP), operating at 510 degrees
Fahrenheit, 715 psig, and 1.4 percent reactor power.
During performance of a monthly operability check on the
Suppression Pool Relief line isolation valves, a valve was
closed and could not be reopened.

Technical Specifications require that the Suppression Pool
Relief line be closed, but capable of being opened. Since
the isolation valve could not be returned'to an OPERABLE
status within the Action Statement, a plant shutdown was
initiated.

The cause of this event was an equipment failure, which
resulted from the incompatibility of carbon steel valve
components for use in a high humidity service environment.
As corrective actions, the corroded disc and shaft were
replaced with stainless steel components, and the damaged
shaft bearing was replaced. In addition, a review of the
stroke time data trends for similarly designed and
manufactured valves installed in similar service conditions
has been performed, and will continue to be performed to
detect incipient valve failure.
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At 1115 hours on August 31, 1986, Fermi 2 was in OPERATIONAL
CONDITION 2 (STARTUP), operating at 510 degrees Fahrenheit, 715
psig, and 1.4 percent reactor power. During performance of a
monthly Technical Specification operability check for the
Suppression Pool Relief line (BF) isolation valves, a butterfly
isolation valve (T23-F 410) (Jamesbury model no. 8922EX-A, 20"
dia.)(ISV) in the relief line was closed and could not be
reopened.

The operability check measured valve stroke times, and verified
operation of the valve position status lights in the main
control room (NA). The inability of the isolation valve to be

.

l
reopened was immediately recognized by control room personnel
(utility, licensed) based on control room status light
indication of valve position.

There are two Suppression Pool Vacuum Relief lines. Each of
these lines consists of a normally closed, fail open,
air-operated butterfly isolation valve, and a downstream
self-actuating vacuum breaker valve (RV). Each vacuum relief
line is sized to provide adequate Suppression Pool venting
without requiring use of the opposite relief line.

The Suppression Pool Vacuum Relief lines are designed to prevent
an excessive negative pressure condition in the Suppression Pool
(NH), relative to Reactor Building (NG) (secondary containment)
pressure. The relief line isolation and vacuum breaker valves
will automatically open on a high Suppression Pool vacuum
condition, or can be manually opened from the main control room
to allow air from the Reactor Building into the suppression
Pool.

Technical Specifications require that the Suppression Pool
Vacuum Relief lines be OPERABLE, and closed when operating at,
or above, OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 (HOT SHUTDOWN). In addition,
the lines also must be capable of being opened. When the lines
are not capable of being opened, they must either be restored
within 72 hours, or a plant shutdown must be initiated.

Failure of the isolation butterfly valve in the closed position
made the associated vacuum breaker relief.line incapable of
being cpened. Since the failed valve was not anticipated to be
restored to an OPERABLE status within allowed the 72 hour Action
Statement interval, a plant shutdown was initiated prior to
Action Statement expiration at 1800 hours on September 2, 1986.
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OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 (HOT SHUTDOWN) was achieved at 0923
hours on September 3, 1986, and shutdown to OPERATIONAL
CONDITION 4 (COLD SHUTDOWN) was completed at,1245 hours on
September 3, 1986. The NRC Operations Center was notified of
the plant shutdown at 0930 hours on September 3, 1986.

In addition to performing a vacuum relief function when in the
open position, the failed valve also performs a primary
containment isolation function when closed. Although the
butterfly valve had failed in the closed position, no isolation
capabilities could be credited for the valve because it was
inoperable. In response to the loss of operability for the
butterfly valve, the affected containment penetration was closed
at 1512 hours on August 31, 1986 by deactivating the Suppression
Pool to Reactor Building Relief line check valve (T23-F450B).

After verifying that the air operator for the failed isolation
valve was operating satisfactorily, the operator was removed and
an unsuccessful attempt to open the valve with a wrench was
made. The valve was then disassembled for inspection, and
repaired.

During valve disassembly, force was required to remove the
seized valve shaft. Once the shaft was removed, the NOMEX
bottom shaft bearing was observed to have failed. The bearing
was galled and distorted, and the carbon steel valve disc and
shaft were noted to be corroded. The carbon steel disc and
chaft were replaced with stainless steel components, and the
shaft bearing was replaced on September 5, 1986.

The failed valve is located immediately outside the Suppression
Pool, and is in direct contact with the high humidity
environment of the Suppression Pool. This service environment
resulted in corrosion of the carbon steel internal valve
components.

Corrosion related problems were previously noted on the
similarly manufactured butterfly valve in the opposite
Suppression Pool Vacuum Breaker Relief line (T23-F409) (Jamesbury
model no. 8922EX-A, 20" dia.), and a similarly manufactured
butterfly valve in a Containment Purge Isolation line-
(T46-F401) (Jamesbury model no. 8922EX) (BB) . At the time that
these two valves were repaired, the corrosion was not realized
to be a potential concern for other valves. Both of the
affected valves are isolation valves, and were exposed to a high
humidity environment.
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The Purge Isolation valve was repaired with stainless steel
components. However, the Suppression Pool vacuum Breaker
isolation valve associated with the opposite Suppression Pool ,

Vacuum Relief line was repaired with carbon steel internals. |

With the exception of the vacuum breaker isolation valve, no j
other isolation valves of similar design and manufacture have
been identified.which are directly exposed to the humid
Suppression Pool environment, and which still have carbon steel
internals.

Immediately prior to the isolation valve seizure, the valve was
stroke timed with unsatisfactory results. The valve was then
restroked, again with unsatisfactory results. The valve seized
during the third attempt to stroke the valve.

Stroke time data for the failed isolation valve had been
recorded and periodically reviewed prior to the failure. This
review ensured that there was not an increase in stroke time of
25 percent or greater over the last previously measured stroke
time.

The stroke time data from previous performances never exceeded
the criteria for allowable increase in stroke time. However,
when the previous stroke time data for the valve was plotted and
reviewed after the event, it was noted that there had been a
progressive degradation in stroke time performance over a period
of several months.

The currently existing program for In-service testing and
trending ESF valve stroke times is in a development phase.
Official implementation of the trending program was previously
committed for commercial operation. When installed, the
trending program will include plotting of stroke time values to
detect negative trends in stroke time performance prior to valve
failure.

The cause of this event was an equipment failure, which resulted
from an incompatibility of components for use in their intended
service environment.

As corrective actions, the carbon steel disc and shaft were |

replaced with stainless steel components, and the shaft bearing i

was replaced. In addition, plotting and review of the stroke |

time data for similarly designed and manufactured valves which i

are directly exposed to high humidity environments has been
performed, and will continue to be performed to detect negative i

stroke time trends prior to valve failure. j
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Since a condition requiring operation of the Suppression Chamber
Vacuum Breaker line, or' isolation of primary containment did not
exist, this event did not affect the safe operation of the
plant, or the safety of the public. However, even if a
condition requiring Suppression Pool vacuum relief, or primary
containment isolation had existed, plant and public safety would
have been ensured by the availability of the redundant
Suppression Pool Vacuum Relief line, and the Suppression Pool
Vacuum Relief line check valve, which was closed.

This event was not contributed to by any personnel errors, or by
any systems, components, or structures which were inoperable at
the start of the event.

No previous events involving a plant shutdown caused by
corrosion of a Vacuum Breaker valve have been reported for Fermi
2.
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen: '

Reference: Fermi 2
NRC Docket No. 50-341
Facility Operating License No. NPF-43

Subject: Transmittal of Licensee
Event Report 86-027-00

Please find enclosed LER No. 86-027-00, dated October 2,
1986,.for a reportable event that occurred on September
3, 1986. As indicated below, a copy of this LER is being
sent to the Administrator Region III.

If you have any questions, please contact us.

Sincerely,

R. S. Lenart
Plant Manager

Enclosure: NRC Forms 366, 366A

cc: M. D. Lynch
W. G. Rogers

Regional Administrator Wayne County Emergency
USNRC Region III Management Division
799 Roosevelt Rd. 1250 Middicb21t Road -

Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 Detroit, MI 48242

Director / Coordinator
Monroe City-County Office of Civil Preparedness
965 South Raisinville Road
Monroe,.MI 48161
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